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Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E Dingo ID: BWR13m + Untagged 
Female 
 
Date (of Interaction): 26/10/2014 
Location (of Interaction): 50m south of the Oaks - 
1 km South of Yidney Rocks 

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 0645 
Reporting Officer/s details: 7026936 
Base: Fraser Island 

Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s) 
during the Interaction?  (click on box(s) to 
check/uncheck) 
 
B) Habituated. 

  not wary of humans 
  moving through common areas to humans  
  curious 
  loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans 

       present) 
 
C) Nuisance or problem. 

  loitering at recognized visitor sites (people    
       nearby)      

  stealing food or property (specify)       
  soliciting food 
  being fed or encouraged 
  living under or in infrastructure 
  following closely (distance)              
  damaging property (specify)       
  tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent) 
  entered dingo deterrent fence line       
  interference with dingoes       

 
D) Threatening. 

  growling/snarling 
  dominant/submissive testing 
  stalking 
  tent ripping (campers inside tent) 
  circling (distance) Within 1.5m 
  dominant towards humans 
  incorporate humans into pack behaviour 
  humans regarded as competitors for resources 
  bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or 

      unsupervised) 
  hunting tactics (with intent to test a response) 
  lunging (not attempting to nip or bite) 

 
E) High risk. 

  nipping/mouthing 
  biting 
  attacking 
  causing casualty 
  hunting tactics (intent to attack) 
  bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack) 

Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave? 

  voluntarily, for no apparent reason 
  when yelled at 
  when chased away 
  when yelled at and chased away 
  when person stopped moving/making a noise 
  other (specify) Vehicle driven towards 

dingoes chased them off. 
 
 
Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification 
a. How many dingoes present     2 

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction 
(use table below) 

 Male Female Sex Unknown 

Adult                   
Sub adult 1 1       
Juvenile                   
Pup                   
Unknown Age                   

 
c. Were the dingo(s) tagged 
No -not all dingo(s) (detail) 
    Details: Only the male dingo was tagged 
 
d. Which ears were tagged Left 
    Details: Both (witness) 
confirmed that one of the dingoes had a "red" tag 
in its left ear. 
 
e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s) 
 (e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars) 
    Details:      
 
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in 
dingo Interaction. 
 
Name: 
Address:       
Phone #:
Age: 34 
 
Name: 
Address:       
Phone #:
Age: 33 
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 2

  lunging (attempting to nip or bite) 
Questionnaire:                  Specify visitor type   Accommodation guest      

Did they receive an information pack with their permits Yes 
Did they read the Dingo BrochureYes 
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) Yes 
Comments followed dingo safe messaging by not jogging alone and when 
approached by the dingoes they stood back to back while attempting to deter the dingoes. 
 
 
 
Detailed report of events:  
 
Ranger 7026936 was initially informed of interaction at 0700 by Yidney Rocks apartment managers. 
 

were interviewed together at 0730 by ranger 7026936, the following is an account of the 
dingo interaction.  
 
At 0645 on the 26/10/2014, two ladies were jogging north along the beach 50m south of 
the Oaks. The ladies noticed that two dingoes were running along the beach parallel with them 30m 
towards the dunes. They stopped jogging when they saw the dingoes, which then began approaching 

As the dingoes approached within 5m, the two ladies stood back to back and tried to 
make themselves look tall whilst attempting to keep calm.  
 
The two dingoes began circling the ladies whilst they stood back to back. The dingo with a red tag in its 
left ear began to growl whilst circling. The two ladies started to yell for help. This continued for 
approximately two minutes until the red tagged dingo began lunging at from behind 
whilst they were distracted by the untagged dingo in front of them. The two dingoes continued to circle, 
while the red tagged dingo lunged at both and eventually bit once on her left thigh 
and twice on her right knee/thigh (see photo's below). The red tagged dingo also bit on her left calf, 
however did not break the skin (see photo's below). Whilst this was occurring the ladies were screaming 
out for help. kicked the red tagged dingo in the head on two occasions which made the dingo 
momentarily back away, before continuing to growl, circle and attempt to bite the two ladies.  
 
The interaction occurred for approximately five minutes until a witness staying in accommodation at the 
Oaks noticed what was occurring. drove his white dual cab straight towards the dingoes as 
they were circling Once was within 20m the two dingoes ran off. 
then entered the dual cab and asked to drive them back to their accommodation at Yidney 
Rocks. 
 

were interviewed, however could not offer any further information to what 
was provided by Both were able to confirm that one of the dingoes 
involved had a red tag in its left ear and that the other dingo was an untagged female. 
 

began receiving medical treatment by local ambulance officer at 0730 who shortly after 
transported her to receive further medical treatment at the Hervey Bay hospital. 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional comments and notes:  
 
Over the last two months there have been three threatening dingo interactions between Poyungan rocks 
and Eli creek involving BWR13m and an untagged female together. There are three trail cameras that 
are currently in use within the area between Eli Creek and Poyungan Rocks.  These cameras have only 
recorded two dingoes since September 2014, BWR13m and an untagged female. Both dingoes have 
regularly been recorded at each of these sites together.  
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has been shown some photographs of a dingo suspected to be involved in this 
interaction (BWR13M) and has confirmed that the dingo that attacked them had an identical tag to the 
dingo in the photos. was unable to confirm identity of second untagged female dingo. 
 
Interrogation of the ear tag register was carried out. Dingoes were eliminated from this search that did 
not have: 
 
- red in their tag,  
- a tag with red base colour including button colour 
- button location on inside of ear (dingoes tagged south of Indian Head are tagged this way) 
This search resulted in three dingoes matching this criteria:  
- RYR08m, Tagged at Eurong. Last recorded observation was February 2010 at Eurong 
- YRY08m, Tagged at Dundubara. Last recorded observation was Eli Creek July 2011. 
- BWR13m, Tagged in One Tree Rocks camp zone. Multiple current observations between Poyungan 
Rocks and Eli Creek, between 3 September 2014 and 27 October 2014. 
 
A detailed management history of BWR13m has been compiled and attached to this report. 
 
 
Action taken: QPWS management notified. Interview of and witness conducted. Additional 
dingo safe briefings targeted in area and area's adjacent to interaction. Campground closures 
implemented between Poyungan rocks and Eli creek. Happy Valley and Yidney Rocks accommodation 
managers notified.    
 
 
Proposed further action: Continue to educate visitors in area with regard to dingo safety 
 
 
 
Faxed/emailed date:  26/10/14                               Reporting Officers details:  7026936 
 
 
 

 

Photo 1. 
Description:  Puncture 
wound on Inside of 

left thigh 
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Photo 2. 
Description (who took 
photo/when):  Puncture wound 
on Outside of 
left thigh 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Photo 3. 
Description:  Laceration 
above right knee and puncture 
wounds either side of

right knee 
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Photo 4. 
Description: 
Close up of laceration above 

right knee. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Photo 5. 
Description: Faint bite 
marks on left calf of
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Code E_BWR13M_Eli Ck_1Jan15_ Bite 1 

Dingo Interaction Report Form Insert Code: E Dingo ID: BWR13M 
 
Date (of Interaction): 01Jan15 
Location (of Interaction): Eli Ck 

Time (of Interaction 24hrs): 0930 
Reporting Officer/s details: 7027330 
Base: Fraser Island 

Question 1: What were the actions of the dingo(s) 
during the Interaction?  (click on box(s) to 
check/uncheck) 
 
B) Habituated. 

  not wary of humans 
  moving through common areas to humans  
  curious 
  loitering at recognized visitor sites (no humans 

       present) 
 
C) Nuisance or problem. 

  loitering at recognized visitor sites (people    
       nearby)      

  stealing food or property (specify)       
  soliciting food 
  being fed or encouraged 
  living under or in infrastructure 
  following closely (distance)              
  damaging property (specify)       
  tent ripping (vacant campsite or tent) 
  entered dingo deterrent fence line       
  interference with dingoes       

 
D) Threatening. 

  growling/snarling 
  dominant/submissive testing 
  stalking 
  tent ripping (campers inside tent) 
  circling (distance)       
  dominant towards humans 
  incorporate humans into pack behaviour 
  humans regarded as competitors for resources 
  bailing up/ambushing (walking alone or 

      unsupervised) 
  hunting tactics (with intent to test a response) 
  lunging (not attempting to nip or bite) 

 
E) High Risk. 

  nipping/mouthing 
  biting 
  attacking 
  causing casualty 
  hunting tactics (intent to attack) 
  bailing up/ambushing (intent to attack) 
  lunging (attempting to nip or bite) 

Question 2: How/why did the dingo(s) leave? 

  voluntarily, for no apparent reason 
  when yelled at 
  when chased away 
  when yelled at and chased away 
  when person stopped moving/making a noise 
  other (specify)       

 
 
Question 3: Dingo numbers and identification 
a. How many dingoes present     1 

b. How many dingoes involved in the Interaction 
(use table below) 

 Male Female Sex Unknown 

Adult                   
Sub adult 1             
Juvenile                   
Pup                   
Unknown Age                   

 
c. Were the dingo(s) tagged Yes 
    Details: BWR13M 
 
d. Which ears were tagged Left 
    Details:       
 
e. Distinguishing features on dingo(s) 
 (e.g. white tail tip, socks, scars) 
    Details:      
 
Question 4: Details of person(s) involved in 
dingo Interaction. 
 
Name:
Address: Staying at Sand Dune Happy Valley till 
5Jan15 
Phone #:
Age:       
 
Name: 
Address:       
Phone #: (parents No) 
Age:       
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Code E_BWR13M_Eli Ck_1Jan15_ Bite 2 

Questionnaire:                  Specify visitor type   Independant      
Did they receive an information pack with their permits No 
Did they read the Dingo BrochureYes 
Did the people follow ‘dingo safe’ messaging? (Ranger to assess) Yes 
Comments was walking with her children as they swam down the creek. 
 
 
 
Detailed report of events: At approx. 0930 as walking down Eli Ck with her children 11yrs 
and 10yrs. They had entered the creek at the top entry point, the children were floating. As the 
children progressed down the creek floated close to the southern bank. At this point a dingo 
jumped from the southern bank into the creek and grabbed by the hair. ran to and 
screamed at the dingo which released Two teenaged boys 14yrs and
15yrs were up the creek a short distance away on seeing the incident they ran in and chased the dingo 
across the creek to the north.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional comments and notes: displayed no visible signs of injury the dingo had grabbed him 
by the hair. and her children were unable to identify the animal involved. escribed 
the dingo as being tagged in the left ear with a white, red and blue tag. BWR13M was involved in a code 
D at 0735hrs in the same area. 
 
 
 
 
 
Action taken: Interview conducted, visitors in area briefed, SR Fraser Island informed, report generated 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Proposed further action: Continue patrolling and briefing regime with emphasis on families with 
children 
 
 
 
 
 
Faxed/emailed date:  1/1/15                               Reporting Officers details:  7027330 
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Code E_BWR13M_Eli Ck_1Jan15_ Bite 3 

Photos  
To add pictures, you will need to first unlock this form. Select the ‘Review Tab’, select ‘Restrict Editing’, then ‘stop 
protection’. You can now insert a picture using the Insert tab.  To re-lock the form check the box under step 2, 
choose ‘filling in forms’ from the drop down box, select ‘Yes, Start Enforcing Protection’, click ‘OK’. 
 Photo 1. 

Description (who took 
photo/when):        

 Photo 2. 
Description (who took 
photo/when):        
 

 Photo 3. 
Description (who took 
photo/when):        
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DECEASED REGISTER FROM 1 JANUARY 2014 TO 31 DECEMBER 2014 

Base M/F Tag Pattern HRte tag Location Comments HRte dec HR/SI  
Age 
Dec Necrop Cause 

Eurong M purple white red 9/02/2011 Cornwells Deceased - Hook Pt Rd 30/01/2014   Adult Yes V Gastric dilatation 

Eurong M green red bi-colour 20/01/2014 Coolooloi Creek Deceased - Hook Pt Rd 31/01/2014   Juvenile Yes V 
Known Vehicle 
Strike 

Eurong M 
blue pink pink 

29/01/2014 
700m nth Happy 
Valley (Eli CA) Deceased - Eli Creek 9/02/2014   Juvenile Yes V 

Known Vehicle 
Strike 

Eurong M red yellow yellow 3/12/2008 Cornwells cz 

RYY male, born 2007 (estimated). Found 
on fire Break, half way between 
Dillingham's shed and Dilli Village 
fenceline 

11/04/2014   
Old 
adult 5+ 
years Yes V Coagulopathy 

Dundubara M green green green 12/02/2014 Northern end of 
Yurru CA GGG13m, Born 2013 (known).  31/05/2014   Juvenile 

Yes V 
Suspected vehicle 
Strike 

Dundubara F red blue white 12/02/2014 
Northern end of 
Yurru CA 

Found out Guruman Camp Zone while 
on campground patrols 10/07/2014   

Sub 
Adult Yes V 

Known vehicle 
strike 

Eurong F 
red orange red 

29/01/2014 

200m nth of 
Happy Valley 
(Guluri CZ) 

ROR13f, Born 2013 (known). 11.8kg, 
deceased weight 14kg. Found Eli Creek  

12-Jul-14   
Sub 
Adult Yes V Unknown causes 

Waddy Pt M 
green white red 

17/02/2014 
Nth Orchid bch 
ramp GGWR13m, Born 2013 (known).  1/04/2014   Juvenile 

  
Indeterminate 

Eurong M blue blue blue 23/03/2013 Gabala CZ 

BBB12m (known) (blue tag with no 
colours - test tag). 14.9kg Deceased 
Orchid Beach  14/07/2014   Adult Yes V Haemothorax 

Eurong F 
orange pink red 

19/01/2012 
Chard Rocks Found in an advanced stage of 

decomposition. Identified by tag. Mid July 2014   Adult 
No 

Indeterminate 

Eurong F 
green green pink 

29/01/2014 

500m nth Happy 
Valley (Guluri CA) 

GGPi13f, Born 2013 (known). . 13/08/2014 HR83 
Sub-
adult No  

Euthansia for 
threatening/high-
risk behaviour 

Eurong M 
green blue White 

10/01/2012 

200m nth 
Poyungan Rks 

GBW11m, born 2011 (known)  

14/08/2014 

HR84 Adult No 

Euthansia for 
threatening/high-
risk behaviour 

Eurong M blue red green 3/04/2014 Eli Creek, 100m 
south BRG13m, born 2013 (known). 14/08/2014 

HR85 
Sub-
adult No 

Euthansia for 
threatening/high-
risk behaviour 

Eurong M dk green yellow bi-colour 25/01/2014 Eur base 
foredune 

GY13m (known) 13.5kg, 
M'chipped.  Deceased 11/09/14 - 
Vehicle Strike, Burad CZ BF 

11/09/2014 
  Juvenile No Vehicle strike 

Eurong F 

blue green blue 

16/03/2012R 

Northern end of 
Gabala CZ BGB01f, born 2001 (est). 

16.1kg.Previously YGY01F, M'chipped. 
Possible alpha female of Poyungan 
pack. 5/7/14 sustained injury to tagged 
ear causing ear flop (pos dingo fight). 
Deceased. Found 23/10/2014 100m 
north Ngkala Rocks bypass, too 
decomposed to determine cause Found 23/10/2014   

Old 
adult   Indeterminate 

Eurong 
F 

red 6 red 
20/05/2011R 

2km nth 
Poyungan rocks 

DECEASED, found 19/12/14 Eurong 
Second Valley 17/12/2014 TBD Adult     

Dundubara 

F 

pink dull 
yellow pink 

15/11/2008 Maheno 

PiYPi, Female, estimated born 
2005/06, had lactated. 14.6kg. Tag 
stapled DECEASED - Woralie Rd 
17/12/14, Dingo Attack (witnessed) 17/12/2014   Adult     
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DECEASED REGISTER FROM 1 JANUARY 2014 TO 31 DECEMBER 2014 

           
BASE M/F TAG PATTERN DATE USED LOCATION COMMENTS DATE DECEASED HR/SI AGE 

DECEASED 
NECROPSY CAUSE 

Waddy Pt M UT13m_2014_OB_001  Untagged Found - Fire 
break-
Telecom 
tower. 

UT13m_2014_OB_001-skeletal 
remains examined. Found on 
Telecom firebreak north side 

8/04/2014   Sub Adult YesV Indeterminate 

Eurong F UT10f_2014_SemCk_002 Untagged  Found 100m 
east of 
Semaphore 
Creek 

UT10F_2014_SEMCK_002 - 
Dingo Attack  

3/06/2014   Adult YesV Dingo Attack 

Waddy Pt M UT13m_2014_CP_003 Untagged Champane 
Pools toilet 
block 

UT13M_2014_CP_003 - Vehicle 
Stirke  

10/07/2014   Sub adult YesV Vehicle Strike 

Dundubara F UT13F_2014_WYU_004 Untagged Dundubara 
bin 
compound 
beach front 

UT13F_2014_WYU_004 - Found 
at Dund bin compound near 
Wyuna CZ. Had been tide 
washed. 

11/07/2014   Sub adult YesV Vehicle Strike 

Waddy Pt F UT11f_2014_OB_005 Untagged Orchid 
Beach 

UT11f_2014_OB_005   10/07/2014   Adult YesV Unknown 
causes 

Waddy Pt F UT12f_2014_OB_006 Untagged Orchid 
Beach 

UT12f_2014_OB_006 14/07/2014   Adult YesV Unknown 
causes 

Eurong M UT13m_2014_Eli_006 Untagged 100m south 
Eli Creek 

UT13m_2014_Eli_006 -TBD - 
Suspected dingo attack. 

7/09/2014   Sub-adult TBD TBD 

Central M UT14m_2014_Ungowa_001 Untagged Ungowa day 
use area 

UT14m_2014_UNG_008_ 
emancipated_euthanised 

3/11/2014 SI110 Juvenile  No Sick and 
Injured 
(emancipated) 

Central M UT14m_2014_DPCK_009 Untagged Deep Creek 
bridge on 
Ungowa 
Road 

UT14m_2014_DPCK_009 - TBD 10/11/2014   Juvenile   TBD 
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DECEASED REGISTER FROM 1 JANUARY 2014 TO 31 DECEMBER 2014 
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ACTIVE EAR TAG REGISTER 1 DECEMBER 2013 TO 31 DECEMBER 2014 
 
 
BASE               M/F             TAG PATTERN                                  USED                  LOCATION               COMMENTS                                                                                                 AGE        WEIGHT       M/CHIP 

Eurong F green green green 8/11/2014 
100m south of 
the Oaks GGG13f, born 2013 (known) Plain tag no reflective colours 

Sub-
adult 15.6kg Yes 

Dundubara M blue purple blue 15/07/2014 Yuru CZ, sth 
end BPuB13m, born 2013 (known).   

Sub-
adult 

16.3kg Yes 

Eurong M purple orange white 17/04/2014 Eurong 
Resort/Township PuOW13m, born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 13.25kg Yes 

Dundubara M 
blue white yellow 

11/03/2014 

150m sth 
Dundubara bin 
compound BWY13m, born 2013 (known).   Juvenile 12.5kg Yes 

Eurong M 
purple green red 

23/02/2014 
OTR CZ 
beachfront PuGR13m, Born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 12.8kg Yes 

Waddy Pt F 
red yellow bi-colour 

17/02/2014 
Nth Orchid bch 
ramp RY13f, Born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 11.7kg Yes 

Waddy Pt F 
pink white red 

16/02/2014 
Waddy Pt Beach 
front PiWR13f, Born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 11.3kg Yes 

Waddy Pt F 
blue pink green 

16/02/2014 
Waddy Pt Beach 
front BPiG13f, Born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 12.6kg Yes 

Waddy Pt M green yellow purple 16/02/2014 Sth Orchid bch GYPu13m, Born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 12.0kg Yes 

Eurong F 
red purple yellow 

30/01/2014 

300m nth Happy 
Valley (Guluri 
CZ) RPuY13f, Born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 11.0kg Yes 

Eurong F blue white pink 25/01/2014 OTR beachfront BWPi13f, Born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 13.1kg Yes 

Eurong M 
green green purple 

24/01/2014 
OTR nth 
beachfront GGPu13m, Born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 12kg Yes 

Eurong M 
blue white red 

24/01/2014 
OTR nth 
beachfront BWR13m, Born 2013 (known) Juvenile 12.4 kg Yes 

Eurong M 
orange purple orange 

21/01/2014 
Gabala CZ, 20m 
sth of sth end OPuO13m, Born 2013 (known). Juvenile 11.4kg Yes 

Eurong M 
blue purple red 

21/01/2014 
Cornwells- half 
way up nth sect BPuR12m, Born 2012 (known). 

Sub 
Adult 18.2kg Yes 

Eurong M 
purple blue white 

19/01/2014 
Coolooloi Creek 
CG PuBW13m born 2013 (known).  Juvenile 10.1kg Yes 
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